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Clinically used antidepressants, such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), aid 

only a fraction of patients. Furthermore, even successful use of SSRIs takes 2 to 6 weeks of 

maintained medication. Depressed patients need faster help. Since 2000, several clinical 

studies report that depressed patients given subanesthetic doses of ketamine showed 

improvement within 2 hours (1–4). Trials continue for various dosing regimens, 

formulations, and populations. It is not understood what causes the therapeutic action of the 

SSRIs, and it is also not clear how ketamine exerts its effects.

The best-known behavioral effect of ketamine is dissociative anesthesia. The drug retains 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval for anesthesia in special populations as well 

as for veterinary use. The dissociative effects presumably arise from ketamine’s action to 

block N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor channels that have been opened by 

glutamate. The kinetics, equilibrium, and voltage sensitivity of open-channel blockers is a 

well-studied topic, and recent work (5) shows how ketamine becomes trapped within the 

channel pore of NMDA receptors at local concentrations of ~1 µM, which are expected to 

occur at the clinically effective antidepressant human doses (6).

How might blockade of NMDA receptors lead to the antidepressant effects? Most studies 

emphasize signal transduction pathways that could be modulated by the locally decreased 

Ca2+ flux through NMDA receptors, especially extrasynaptic GluN2B subunit-containing 

NMDA receptors (7–9). In one series of experiments, the decreased Ca2+ flux led to 

decreased activity of eukaryotic elongation factor 2 kinase, which in turn desuppressed 

eukaryotic elongation factor 2. This ribosome-binding protein then increased translation of 

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) (10, 11). Many other experiments show that 

BDNF is released during antidepressant action.

WEAKNESSES OF THE NMDA RECEPTOR BLOCKADE HYPOTHESIS

It is not known whether a population of neurons has the appropriate combination of high 

firing rate and NMDA receptor expression to accumulate this “foot in the door” blockade. 

Recent data have diminished the likelihood that fast-spiking parvalbumin-sensitive 

interneurons, the most appropriate candidate, play a role (12).
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Another argument in favor of NMDA receptor action, namely, that some other NMDA 

blockers also produce antidepressant effects (10, 13, 14), seems weaker. Anecdotally, most 

clinical researchers emphasize the uniquely rapid time course and effectiveness of ketamine. 

Furthermore, some open-channel blockers of NMDA receptors produce neither the 

intracellular signal transduction consequences nor the antidepressant effects (11).

A recent article showed that pyramidal neuron-restricted GluN2B-null animals do have 

activated mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR), less depression-like behavior, and 

activated protein synthesis and that these effects cannot be further enhanced by ketamine (9). 

Given that NMDA receptor knockouts have many defects, these data do not decisively prove 

the NMDA receptor hypothesis for ketamine action.

A more daunting challenge is to test whether ketamine’s entry into neurons is 

necessary for the drug’s rapid antidepressant action.

Ketamine blocks other ion channels. Researchers have proposed that α7 nicotinic receptor 

blockade partially underlies ketamine actions (15).

KETAMINE ACTIVATES THE mTOR PATHWAY

Regardless of the initial molecular interaction of ketamine, several research groups have 

shown that ketamine eventually activates the pathway involving mTOR (9, 13, 15). The best-

known homeostatic action of this pathway is the adjustment of cell metabolism to match 

nutrient availability and to counteract autophagy, for instance during the first hours alter 

birth (16). The mTOR pathway can be activated by growth factors, presumably part of this 

pathway’s selective advantage. The Duman group produced evidence that mTOR activation 

lies downstream from BDNF action on TrkB receptors at the plasma membrane (17). In 

addition, mTOR activation has the major function of increasing protein synthesis, which 

itself could lead to increased BDNF secretion.

REASONS TO SUSPECT INTRACELLULAR ACTION OF KETAMINE

Low-molecular-weight neural drugs are usually assumed to act on the extracellular face of 

membrane proteins. This differs from the known action of most clinically used drugs, which 

act intracellularly. One can assess a molecule’s ability to enter cells via passive membrane 

permeation by the parameter logD(7.4), which equals logP, corrected for the fraction of 

permeant species at physiological pH. Based on published pKa and logP values (18), we 

calculate that logD for ketamine equals 1.85, similar to many FDA-approved drugs assumed 

to act intracellularly (see Figure 5.24 in reference 19). Thus, one should consider an 

intracellular action for ketamine. Innovative chemistry using copper to catalyze an azide-

alkyne cycloaddition showed that some ketamine derivatives accumulate within cells (20). 

That ketamine readily permeates membranes underlies the several ongoing clinical trials 

using intranasal administration of ketamine and/or S-ketamine (also termed “esketamine”), 

because ketamine would permeate six plasma membranes to reach the CNS. One clinical 

trial of ketamine has achieved FDA fast-track status as a rapid antidepressant.
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The mTOR Pathway Can Also Be Activated in Lysosomes

The mTORC1 branch of the mTOR pathway can also be activated by amino acids (21). The 

signaling pathway begins within the lumen of lysosomes. Lysosomal mTOR activation 

would enhance the selective advantage of the mTOR pathway.

Ketamine, like any weak base, is expected to accumulate in acidic compartments, such as 

lysosomes, via classical acid trapping (Figure 1) (24). As an α-amino ketone, ketamine bears 

some resemblance to an α-amino acid, and S-ketamine and L-amino acids have the same 

stereochemistry. Thus, it appears worthwhile to consider the hypothesis that ketamine, or 

one of its metabolites (25), can mimic amino acids within lysosomes. Activation of the 

mTOR pathway by amino acids is rather general, occurring in insect and mammalian cells. 

This action occurs when amino acids interact with at least two molecules residing in the 

lysosomal membrane: the V-ATPase (26) and the lysosomal amino acid transporter 

SLC38A9 (21, 27–29).

Note that mTOR pathways are complex in themselves and also interact with several other 

pathways. Also, mTOR participates in various CNS disorders, including tuberous sclerosis, 

some seizure disorders, and some autism spectrum disorders (30, 31). However, we do not 

imply that appreciable numbers of depressed patients have fundamental flaws in mTOR 

pathways (any more than appreciable numbers of depressed patients have low CSF 

serotonin).

The lysosome hypothesis, in its simplest form, predicts that any cell with lysosomes and the 

mTOR pathway—that is, almost any eukaryotic cell—would undergo mTOR activation by 

ketamine. This point has not been tested exhaustively, but it holds true for PC-12 cells 

despite their lack of NMDA receptors (25).

Pharmacological Chaperoning

A previous suggestion about the intracellular action of ketamine is that it acts within the 

endoplasmic reticulum and nearby regions of the Golgi as a pharmacological chaperone for 

NMDA receptors (6). A pharmacological chaperone is a small molecule that binds to and 

stabilizes a protein during early stages of synthesis, assembly, and processing. This 

suggestion arises from the emerging evidence that nicotine acts as a pharmacological 

chaperone for nicotinic receptors, underlying some aspects of both nicotine addiction (32) 

and the apparent neuroprotective effects of nicotine (33). Most studies on nicotine as a 

pharmacological chaperone have attempted to explain how days-to-weeks exposure can up-

regulate nicotinic receptors and reduce endoplasmic reticulum stress (unfolded proteins 

within the endoplasmic reticulum lead to an intracellular homeostatic response, called the 

unfolded protein response, that rebalances protein and lipid processing). Of relevance to 

ketamine action, ~50% of up-regulation in response to nicotine occurs within the first 24 

hours (34), and this action may well result from pharmacological chaperoning by nicotine 

within dendrites. Dendritic actions of ketamine are thought to underlie its antidepressant 

action (10, 13).
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TESTING PROPOSED PATHWAYS ACTIVATED BY INTRACELLULAR 

KETAMINE

These two specific suggested intracellular mechanisms have guided our thinking, but other 

signaling pathways could be affected by intracellular ketamine. Whatever the target, one 

challenge would be to quantify the entry of ketamine, to study its dynamics, and to study its 

subcellular details.

A more daunting challenge is to test whether ketamine’s entry into neurons is necessary for 

the drug’s rapid antidepressant action. In the absence of a reductionist assay for 

antidepressant action, it would be appropriate to know whether cell-impermeant ketamine 

analogues—such as the quaternary amine—initiate mTOR activation, elongation factor 2 

activation, or other signal transduction pathways. Such molecules would be in vitro probes, 

not drug candidates. Alternatively, selective delivery of ketamine to specific subcellular 

locales could also help tease out the effects of intracellular and extracellular ketamine (35).

Satisfying these challenges would provide the research community with a validated target, a 

way to define and localize target engagement, a relevant pharmacokinetic criterion at the 

subcellular level, and a set of additional molecules whose variation could explain the 

variability in patients’ response to ketamine. Such knowledge would provide a better 

rationale for developing antidepressants that act in less than a day.
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FIGURE 1. One Expects Ketamine to Accumulate in Acidic Vesicles of Any Living Cella
a ket+ = protonated ketamine concentration in organelles; ketCSF=ketamine concentration in 

CSF. The colors represent pH in cytoplasm and within organelles. The ratios are based on 

calculations by Trapp (22). That weakly basic psychiatric drugs accumulate in acidic 

vesicles, by a factor of 50–100, within neurons has been elegantly proven (23).
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